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Acknowledging traditional  
custodians
Local Land Services acknowledges the 
Traditional Custodians of the land and pays 
respect to Elders past, present and future.  
We also recognise the unique, diverse and 
enduring cultures of First Nations peoples in 
NSW.

First Nations peoples have a strong ongoing 
social, spiritual and cultural connection with 
their traditional lands and waters.

Obligations to care for Country remain integral 
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander law, 
identity, culture and social and emotional 
well-being.

The way in which traditional lands are being 
managed is of great interest to First Nations 
communities and Local Land Services 
understands that Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples have a significant 
contribution to make in relation to land 
management in the region.

Local Land Services will continue to build 
strong relationships with First Nations 
communities, seek to understand their 
aspirations and ensure that Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples have a voice to 
provide input into land management issues 
and in particular the management of cultural 
values.
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Foreword
This guide is designed for Central West 
communities and landholders who want to 
learn more about Aboriginal occupation and 
the importance of Aboriginal cultural values. 

This booklet will help provide a better 
understanding of the Aboriginal cultural 
values that you may find in the day-to-day 
operation of your farming business and how 
you can preserve them. 

The documentation and protection of 
Aboriginal cultural values such as graves, 
campsites, earth ovens (hearths) and scar trees 
will ensure that the survival of Australia’s rich 
cultural heritage remains in the landscape for 
future generations.

It is important to understand how to identify 
these cultural values and what to do if you find 
any of these on your property.

This guide provides information on what to 
look for, and what to do if you discover cultural 
heritage values on your property.

Reporting and documenting Aboriginal 
cultural values will not put your land at risk, or 
attract a land claim. 

It is about understanding and preserving 
Aboriginal cultural values for all Australians. 

Neville Merritt

Chair

Central West Aboriginal 
Community Advisory Group

Susan Madden
Chair
Central West  
Local Land Services Board
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Aboriginal cultural heritage  
in the landscape
First Nations peoples are the traditional 
custodians of the land and they have an 
obligation to care for Country. They have 
occupied this continent for thousands of 
generations or since the beginning of time, 
and developed an understanding between 
themselves and the natural environment.

In NSW Aboriginal cultural values and 
significant sites can be found almost anywhere 
in the landscape. There are many different 
types of sites that contain cultural values such 
as middens, ochre quarries, stone quarries, 
hearths, scarred trees, carved trees, stone tools 
and grinding grooves.

Cultural values across NSW may also relate 
to natural resources such as native bush 
medicines, foods and tradeable goods 
including ochre and stone suitable for tool 
making.

Song-lines, storylines and intellectual property 
in relation to traditional knowledge is also 
acknowledged.  
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Protecting cultural heritage  
values on your property
First Nations peoples have been custodians 
of Country for many thousands of years 
with areas of Aboriginal spiritual and social 
significance evident across the landscape 
today.

Protection of these values is important 
to Australia’s rich cultural heritage and is 
the responsibility of everyone. In NSW the 
protection and preservation of Aboriginal 
objects and places falls within the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974.

Tangible evidence of Aboriginal occupation 
may include specific sites and artefacts like 
grinding grooves, scarred/modified trees, 
ochre pits, stone tools, ground hearths and art. 

Cultural heritage for Aboriginal people is 
not only objects but includes the broader 
landscape; the water, plants, animals and the 
land. It is – “a living, ongoing thing that is deeply 
linked to the entire environment”.¹

There are numerous myths and 
misconceptions around Aboriginal cultural 
values on properties. 

There is no legislation in NSW or Australia 
that allows Aboriginal people 
to make any claim over private 
freehold land. Even if your property 
contains Aboriginal sites and 
cultural values or is held in high 
significance by the local Aboriginal 
community, your land cannot be 
‘claimed’. 

Having cultural values on your 
land does not give people 
automatic access to sites without 
your permission. Communities 
are interested in sharing cultural 
knowledge with landowners and 
protecting cultural sites together.

1www.environment.nsw.gov.au/nswcultureheritage/
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The term traditional owner does not infer 
ownership of land, but is more in the context 
of  “this is our traditional country”, “we have a 
responsibility to this land”.

Under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 
it is an offence to harm (destroy, deface, or 
damage) or desecrate an Aboriginal object or 
Aboriginal place, or in relation to an object, 
move the object from the land on which is has 
been situated.

Local Land Services is committed to ensuring 
the protection of Aboriginal cultural 
values across the landscape and can assist 
landowners and managers to identify and 
protect sites on properties. 

Everyone has a role to play in protecting 
Aboriginal cultural heritage in the landscape. 
Many landholders are already protecting 
Aboriginal cultural values to make sure these 
objects are preserved for future generations.

For further information about Aboriginal 
cultural heritage legislation visit:

• www.environment.nsw.gov.au

• www.alc.org.au.

To find out more about protecting Aboriginal 
cultural heritage on your property, contact 
your local Aboriginal Communities Officer by 
calling Local Land Services on: 
1300 795 299.
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Dispelling myths
Central West Local Land Services, Senior Land 
Services Officer - Aboriginal Communities, 
Mike Nolan, provides his views regarding 
cultural heritage.

“People shouldn’t be frightened of cultural 
heritage. It is not just a part of my history, it’s a 
part of Australia’s history. I look after Aboriginal 
communities within this region,” he said.

“Aboriginal land claims in NSW are permitted 
under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983. 
Under this Act Lands Councils can claim 
vacant crown land that is set aside for an 
essential public purpose. 

“So, what this means, is that freehold title land 
is not on the table. Aboriginal people are not 
entitled under legislation to claim freehold 
land. If you think that you have something of 
value or you want us to have a look please feel 
free to give Local Land services a call. We’ll be 
happy to help you out. My main aim is that 
everybody at some stage will actually not only 
respect but value cultural heritage.”

Can my farm be under a land claim?

There is no legislation in NSW or Australia that 
allows Aboriginal people to make any claim 
over private freehold land. 

Even if your property contains Aboriginal sites 
and cultural values or has high significance 
for the local Aboriginal community, your land 
cannot be ‘claimed’.

In NSW can anyone have access to 
Aboriginal sites?

Aboriginal communities are interested in 
protecting Aboriginal sites of significance in 
the best possible way. 

Having cultural values on your land does 
not give people automatic access to sites 
without landholder permission. Communities 
are interested in sharing cultural knowledge 
with landowners and protecting cultural sites 
together.

If you have cultural sites of significance on your 
land, there is information and people available 
to help you protect it.    

Contact your nearest Local Land Services 
office.
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Welcome To Country,  
acknowledgement of Country 
and smoking ceremony
Welcome to Country
Protocols for welcoming visitors to Country 
have been a part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander cultures for thousands of years. 

Despite the absence of fences or visible 
borders, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
groups had clear boundaries separating their 
Country from that of other groups. 

Crossing into another group’s Country 
required a request for permission to enter. 
When permission was granted the hosting 
group would welcome the visitors offering 
them safe passage and protection of their 
spiritual being during the journey. While 
visitors were provided with a safe passage, 
they also had to respect the protocols and 
rules of the land owner group while on their 
Country.

Today, obviously much has changed, and 
these protocols have been adapted to 
contemporary circumstances. 

However, the essential elements of welcoming 
visitors and offering safe passage remain in 
place. A welcome to Country occurs at the 
beginning of a formal event and can take 
many forms including singing, dancing, 
smoking ceremonies or a speech in traditional 
language or English. 

A welcome to Country is delivered by 
traditional custodians, or Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples who have been given 
permission from traditional custodians to 
welcome visitors to their Country. (Taken from  
Reconciliation Australia’s website).

Acknowledgement of Country
An acknowledgement of Country is made 
by someone not from the area where the 
acknowledgement is given. They can be 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander or non- 
Aboriginal. Acknowledgment is often made 
at meetings and informal events where 
those present wish to pay due respect to the 
traditional custodians. 

An acknowledgement for an event in Wiradjuri 
Country is as follows:

I would like to acknowledge the Wiradjuri 
people who are the Traditional custodians of 
this Land.  
I would also like to pay respect to Elders both 
past and present of the Wiradjuri Nation and 
extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people.

Smoking ceremony
A smoking ceremony is conducted on special 
ceremonial occasions or as part of a Welcome 
to Country to cleanse  the soul and ward off 
unwanted and bad spirits. 

Native plants from the local area are placed on 
a small fire or coals to produce a thick white 
smoke that is believed to carry healing and 
cleansing properties. 

A smoking ceremony is also used to rest the 
spirit at the passing over of Elders. 
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Modified trees or scarred trees
Modified trees
These are trees that have had some bark 
removed by Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples for various purposes resulting 
in scars. Modified trees indicate traditional use 
and occupation.
Bark was used to make coolamons (shallow 
vessels) for carrying food or babies and 
sometimes water. Bark was also removed for 
making canoes, shields, weapons, shelters and 
other utensils or in preparation for carving 
the tree. Sometimes toe holes were carved in 
trees to enable hunters and gatherers to catch 
possums or collect honey.
Why are modified trees important?
Modified trees include both carved trees and 
scar trees and are important as they provide 
information about traditional activities and 
their use in traditional lifestyle and spiritual 
belief. The type of scar indicates various uses 
within daily life and the importance of bark 
as a useful commodity with a wide variety of 
uses. 
Carved trees have had the bark removed 
in the same way as scar trees but for a very 
different purpose. 

Carved trees

Carved trees mark an important site and 
have particular significance for First Nations 
peoples. A carved tree may indicate a 
ceremonial ground or Nations boundaries and 
may also mark burial sites. 

Once the bark was removed from a tree a 
carving was made on the exposed heart 
wood. These trees are rarely seen across NSW 
as the majority of trees have been removed 
from the landscape as a result of past 
management practices.

It is very important to preserve any trees 
remaining in the landscape as they have high 
significant cultural and historic value. 
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Grinding grooves
Grinding grooves are grooves worn into 
sandstone and other soft stone created by First 
Nations peoples when shaping or sharpening 
their traditional tools or weapons.

These grinding grooves are found in many 
places throughout NSW and they are usually 
found close to water.

Why are grinding grooves important?

Grinding grooves are an important reminder 
to all Australians of the occupation of First 
Nations peoples.
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Artefacts
Artefacts are any implements, tools and 
weapons made and used traditionally by First 
Nations peoples. 

Artefacts include stone axes, flake for cutting, 
boomerangs, shields, nets for catching fish and 
birds, animal skin cloaks, emu callers, grinding 
stones, woven baskets from fibre or animal 
skin bags, spears of varying length, a woomera 
(spear thrower) and boondis (like a club or bat 
predominantly used for fighting), fish traps 
(such as at Brewarrina), canoes or coolamons. 

Stone tools are a small percentage of an 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons 
entire tool kit.

Many artefacts are no longer visible in the 
landscape because they were made of 
biodegradable resources such as wood and 
grasses. Examples of these are woven baskets, 
some shields and dilly bags. 

The artefacts that we see today still exist in 
our landscape because they were made from 
more durable materials. 

Why are artefacts important?

Artefacts are evidence of generations of 
occupation in this Country for thousands of 
years. 

In NSW some artefacts are important 
links to Country for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people and are still used in 
contemporary times. 

Artefacts can provide an understanding of 
traditional cultural practices in different tribal 
areas. 
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Rock art
Rock art was created on a variety of rock 
faces by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples across the country in many culturally 
significant areas. 

Rock art appears in many different forms 
such as engravings in stone and paintings or 
stencils on rock faces. They are still found in 
areas such as rock caves, shelters and cliff faces 
where they are protected from the direct rain 
and sun.

Paintings, stencils and drawings were created 
by applying coloured ochre using wet and 
dry methods. Ochre is an iron oxide rich clay 
that is found in many areas across NSW and 
was often traded with surrounding nations, 
sometimes ending up hundreds of kilometres 
from its source.

Coloured ochre in a wet form was applied to 
the surface with fingers or makeshift brushes 
such as chewed sticks and grasses. Drawings 
were made using dry pigments, similar to 
using a pencil or crayon. The pigments/
ochres are very stable, long lasting colourfast 
compounds.

Rock art in NSW usually 
depicts figures representing people or 
animals, hand prints, ancestors of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples and may be 
associated with a ceremonial ground. 

Rock engravings are outlines or filled-in 
figures, created on rock surfaces by pecking, 
hammering or scraping.

Why is rock art important?
Rock art is important because it links 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to 
their heritage, usually telling the stories of the 
people of that area.

Rock art can denote a Nations boundaries or 
give directions similar to a contemporary map. 
They sometimes depict dreamtime stories 
or give instructions on how things are done. 
Art is one form of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples passing on knowledge.

Rock art sites and surrounding areas are highly 
significant and often very sacred. Many of 
these sites have been destroyed as a result 
of development and vandalism but they are 
extremely important and must be preserved 
for the long term.
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Ceremonial grounds
Ceremonial grounds were traditionally known 
as bora and more recently as bora rings.

They were cleared of trees and vegetation 
and in some areas sites were marked by raised 
earth, stone circles or both. Some ceremonial 
places also had scarred or carved trees 
present. 

Ceremonial grounds were often near grinding 
groove sites as corroborees were conducted 
during the making of and sharpening of 
weapons and tools.

Some ceremonial sites were specifically used 
for men’s or women’s business, and these sites 
were located in different areas due to the 
sensitivity of certain ceremonies.

Why are ceremonial grounds important?

Music, song, ceremony, performance and 
dance was and still is today a very important 
part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples life and customs. 

There were songs for every occasion, some of 
which were expressed in special ceremonies. 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
ceremonies bring together all aspects of 
their culture—song, dance, body decoration, 
sculpture and painting. 

Dance is a unique aspect of ceremonies 
which is learnt and passed down from one 
generation to another from an early age. 

A ceremonial meeting is referred to as a 
corroboree, where Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples interact with the dreamtime 
through music, costume and dance.
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Middens
A midden is evidence that Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples returned to a 
desired area to feast on certain foods and 
discarded the waste in one area. 

The debris from eating certain types of food 
such as shellfish and yabbies accumulated 
over a long period of time to form large 
mounds.

Middens could also indicate a nearby tribal 
camping area or ceremonial site.

Why are middens important?

Middens are highly significant to both 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
and non-Aboriginal people as they depict the 
lifestyle and activities from before colonisation. 
The shells can indicate the types of foods that 
were taken. 

It is important to document middens if they 
are discovered within the landscape as they 
carry important information on traditional 
lifestyles of Aboriginal people. A large number 
of middens have been completely destroyed 
in recent times.
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Camp sites
Camp sites are evidence of areas frequented 
by traditional inhabitants. They may have been 
a temporary or more permanent camp site.   

Things to look for in traditional camp sites:

• A cleared area often on high ground near 
ephemeral or permanent water supply.

• Hearth containing remnant deposits of 
charcoal and baked earth. Baked earth 
resembles balls of fired clay. These are the 
remnants of earth ovens.

• Presence of imported stone material.

• Stone artefacts, implements and bone.

If you find yourself in an area that feels like it 
would be a good place to camp, chances are 
you are near a traditional camp site particularly 
on the high bank of a river or creek.

Why are camp sites important?

Camp sites provide information about 
historical events that took place during past 
occupation. 

Artefacts and hearths provide evidence of 
occupation and the opportunity to carry out 
scientific analysis giving detailed information 
about the site. 

It is important to record as many of these 
sites as possible to further develop an 
understanding of how people moved through 
the landscape in previous eras. As well as 
providing a link to the past, some of these sites 
are still being used today.
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Travelling stock reserves
The travelling stock reserve (TSR) network 
was established more than 150 years ago to 
allow the movement of livestock to and from 
markets. 

Many of these routes are believed to have 
followed pathways used traditionally by 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to 
travel across country and many are adjacent to 
or follow tracks and rivers. 

While TSRs are still important for travelling and 
grazing stock they are also widely recognised 
for playing a key role in landscape connectivity 
and biodiversity conservation across NSW. 

Why are travelling stock reserves 
significant?

Many TSRs are highly significant to the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
community due to the abundance of 
traditional campsites, artefact sites, scar trees 
and sacred sites. 

Songlines were used by Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples as a map that 
was preserved in song and was sung when 
traveling through Country. 

Songlines often follow TSRs as they were 
traditional pathways to ceremonial grounds or 
a seasonal food resource and water holes. 

A number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples missions were established 
on TSRs in the region and these sites are 
regarded as significant sites by local Aboriginal 
communities.
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Native vegetation
Aboriginal people have an extensive 
knowledge of and relationship with local flora 
and fauna. 
Most native plants have a practical use either 
as food, medicines, tools, weapons or shelter. 
There are many plants that were prepared as 
food. Bark from certain trees was used to make 
canoes or as shelter while other trees provided 
wood for spears, boomerangs and coolamons. 
Grasses and reeds were used for weaving dilly 
bags, mats, fishing nets, string and rope. Apart 
from this plants were also used to make body 
ornaments such as head dresses and belts 
that were worn or used in different significant 
cultural ceremonies.

What native vegetation is significant?
All native plants are significant to Aboriginal 
people as they are part of the total ecosystem 
and all plants, animals and humans are 
interdependent. As a result of vegetation 
clearing over the past 220 years many 
important native plants used by Aboriginal 
people have been lost. 

Native vegetation 
is critical in the continuity of a healthy 
environment and regeneration of natural 
resources for enhancing and improving the 
balance between flora and fauna.   
Native birds and animals also rely on native 
plants as a food source and some species are 
in declining numbers due to the absence of 
required vegetation as a primary food or as 
food for prey species. 

Aboriginal people recognise the imbalanced 
ecology as sick Country and would utilise 
traditional practices to begin to heal Country.   

Sustainable production on farming land 
will enhance the return and regeneration of 
native plants that are intrinsically suited to our 
landscapes and climatic conditions.  

When revegetating an area, it is 
recommended to consider culturally 
significant native vegetation species that are 
suited to the local soils and landscape.
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Culturally significant 
native plants
Quandong, Santalum acumiatum
Quandong trees use the root system of other 
trees, shrubs and grasses to supplement 
their own supply of nutrients and water and 
are usually found growing near the base of 
another tree. The cream flowers are small and 
cup shaped, in clusters at the ends of the outer 
branchlets. The flowers form in late summer 
and form fruit which is ready for harvest in 
early spring. The shiny, bright scarlet fruit is 
about 2 cm in diameter and contains one 
large nut or kernel. 

Quandongs have been an important 
traditional aboriginal food which is highly 
nutritious and contains twice the vitamin C 
of an orange. The kernel is also very nutritious 
but Aboriginal peoples tended to use this 
mainly for medicinal purposes. The wood 
from the slow growing trees was prized for 
the making of traditional bowls or coolamons. 
Source - Native tastes of Australia

Five Corners, Styphelia viridis 
Commonly called Green Five Corners, the 
flowers appear in autumn and winter and are 
a source of food for honeyeaters. The small 
greenish fruit was and is eaten by Aboriginal 
people as a bush food and may also have 
medicinal qualities. 

Ruby Saltbush, Enchylaena tomentosa
Ruby Saltbush is a succulent bearing small 
berries with a salty-sweet flavour. It is common 
in NSW and across mainland Australia. Ruby 
Saltbush fruits and flowers throughout the 
year and producing edible berries about  
5-8 mm in diameter and are coloured from 
yellow to red. The berries were eaten or 
soaked in water to make a tea.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honeyeater
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Culturally significant 
native plants
Kangaroo Grass, Themeda triandra
Kangaroo Grass is a common species found in 
many areas of NSW. The seeds were collected 
in coolamons and separated from the husk 
then ground into flour using a grinding dish 
and stone. The flour was then mixed with 
water and baked to make bread. Kangaroo 
Grass was one of many plant species that were 
farmed or managed as a crop by Aboriginal 
people in NSW. 

Due to the summer ripening of this grass it 
is believed that management by Aboriginals 
over thousands of years has changed the 
sporadic nature of seeding to a concentrated 
single seed set and ripening pattern as seen 
in the development of modern grain crop 
species.

Yam Daisy, Microseris lanceolata
Microseris lanceolata is a perennial herb 
also known as Murnong and Yam Daisy. The 
species has edible tuberous roots and was 
once a vitally important source of food for 
peoples of Australia. Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples, particularly in the 
south-eastern parts of Australia, utilised 
advanced soil cultivation techniques to reduce 
erosion and improve crop yields. Murnong 
was prepared by roasting or pit baking; the 
taste is described as “sweet with a flavour of 
coconut.” Source -  Pascoe, Bruce (2014). Dark Emu, Black 
Seeds: Agriculture or Accident?

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
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Totems
What are totems?

Totems are a part of a person’s spiritual 
being. The connection to their totem is 
completely intertwined with all aspects of 
the environment in which the totem lives 
and depends on for survival - the plants, 
waterways, soils, other animals and insects. 
In this way all things are dependent on 
each other and because all things are 
someone’s totem Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples are dependent on the total 
environment, Country.

This is why Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples must care for Country and why 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
are caretakers or custodians of country and 
not owners of country - they are part of 
country and are part of the complete totemic 
system through relationship, responsibility and 
the dreamtime creation story. Mother earth is 
the giver of all life, our “Mother”, Mother earth 
cares for us and we must care for Mother 
earth.

Totems are traditionally given at birth and they 
are handed down through the family from 
generation to generation. It means that you 
are responsible for looking after that totem 
and the land in which it lives; you have a 
connection to it both physically and spiritually. 

A totem is an object, plant or an animal that 
represents a clan, family or Nation. Totems 
are inherited and generally follow a matriarch 
blood line or totem line. It is an individual’s 
responsibility to protect and conserve their 
totem. 

Why are totems important?

Totems define what area or bloodline 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
belong to and identify the connection to 
family in neighbouring tribal areas. A tribe’s 
totem defines the tribe. There are also other 
important areas where decisions are made 
based on an individual’s totem such as 
partnering (as in marriage). 

Most totems are a food source for many tribes 
or groups but cannot be eaten by the group 
or person carrying that totem.
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Traditional burning
What is cultural or traditional burning?

Fire and fire management is how the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
have cared for their country over thousands of 
generations. 

Fire keeps plants healthy and plentiful for 
animals to use as food and shelter. Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples hold a 
wealth of ecological knowledge that can 
and should be applied to contemporary land 
management. 

Since 1788 there have been steady changes 
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples lifestyles with movements towards 
communities, towns and settlements. 
The practice of burning gradually ceased, 
particularly in south eastern Australia, and the 
knowledge about cultural burning is being 
lost as the elders with the ‘know how’ are 
dying before the knowledge can be recorded 
or given to the younger generation. 

Why is traditional burning important?

Fire is an important part of the Australian 
landscape, 75 per cent of our native plants 
respond to fire and are reliant on fire for 
regeneration. Animals rely on fire to keep the 
plants they depend on for food and shelter, 
healthy and plentiful. 

Traditional burning uses a cool fire lit through 
point ignition techniques and at the right time 
of year for the particular type of landscape. 
The fire is conducted in conditions that 
ensure the flame height stays very low and 
does not ever burn the canopy of the trees.  

The fire moves very slowly through the area, 
allowing animals and insects time to escape 
the flames and survive the fire in patches that 
do not burn. Not all the area is burnt, with the 
end result a mosaic of burnt and un-burnt 
country. This leaves refuge areas for animals 
and plants to survive and regenerate quickly 
after the fire. 

Country can be managed using 
traditional burning for many reasons such as 
promoting native grass to help control weeds, 
promoting perennial grasses, promoting the 
seeding of grasses for animals such as birds, 
managing food resources for certain animals, 
managing for bush tucker, to attract animals 
for hunting, promoting a diverse range of 
plants, helping certain plants (grasses, trees, 
shrubs) regenerate and protecting areas from 
wildfire.
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In many parts of NSW, cultural burning 
programs have been reintroduced into the 
landscape.  

The focus of cultural burning programs is to: 

• return lost cultural knowledge to traditional 
custodians

• help the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples community link back to culture and 
rediscover fire knowledge and values

• improve understanding of the role of 
cultural burning as a positive tool for future 
management in the landscape

• undertake burning activities for biodiversity, 
vegetation and cultural outcomes.

These projects are reviving traditional 
knowledge of cultural burning and its role in 
future grazing and land management in our 
region through scientific evaluation of trial 
areas representing a range of vegetation types 
and environments. 

Early indications suggest that traditional fire 
management practices can build resilience 
and increase diversity across a variety of rural 
enterprises. 

Partnerships between Local Land Services, 
Aboriginal communities, NSW Rural Fire 
Service and landholders are being fostered 
through the sharing of knowledge and a 
commitment to the practical application of 
traditional fire management programs.
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Case studies
Working together in the Central West

Dubbo farmer, Mark Carter, worked with 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
and Central West Local Land Services to 
improve ‘Strathmore’s’ biodiversity and river 
areas.
Twenty-five kilometres south of Dubbo, the 
project involved fencing off and replanting 
native vegetation  along the Macquarie River 
to assist in preventing erosion.
As part of the Work for the Dole Program, the 
Indigenous Concepts and Networking (ICaN) 
Group, planted long-stemmed tube stock 
along 3.5 km of riparian land. 
ICaN’s James Riley, said participants in the 
program learnt important environmental and 
job seeking skills.
“What we’re trying to teach is not just the 
practical side of getting a job - being able to 
fill out an application or make a resume – it’s 
about interaction,” he said.
“It is about being able to communicate with 
different people on different levels, from 
government to landholders to our own mob 
as well.”   

Mr Riley said the project was also a unique 
opportunity for participants to work out of 
town and help rehabilitate the river site.
“We don’t often get a chance in the work we 
to do to get out on country,” he said.
“I think it’s something that a lot of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples hold pretty 
close to their heart. It gives us an opportunity 
to do something where we would never have 
got an opportunity to do it.”
Central West Local Land Services Officer, Libby 
McIntyre, said that the project was a  
win-win for both the ICaN participants and the 
environment.
“All of the 3.5 km of this riparian zone has 
been fenced out, so these trees will get a real 
chance,” she said.
“It’s been a great opportunity to work with a 
very enthusiastic landholder who is going to 
see some real change over the next five or  
10 years.”
Host farmer, Mr Carter, said there were many 
positives about the project and praised the 
ICaN for doing a good job.

“It goes hand-in-hand in with our 
running of the farm, and we just like to see 
things be healthy, so revegetation to us is a 
good idea,” Mr Carter said.
This work was funded through a grants 
program and similar funding opportunities 
may be available for landholders and 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
communities to protect Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander cultural values in the landscape. 
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Understanding Aboriginal cultural heritage on your farm

Farmers across Central West NSW can gain a 
better understanding of the Aboriginal cultural 
values on their land through Local Land 
Services funded programs and projects.  

Theses program helps farmers understand 
how Aboriginal people historically used the 
landscape and any indicators that remain.  

This information will give farmers more 
context to manage their land, said Central 
West Local Land Services, Aboriginal 
Communities Officer, Mike Nolan.

“Cultural heritage is just another layer of values 
across the land. “

Mr Nolan said just like a natural resources or 
soils layers, there is also a cultural layer across 
the landscape.

“Landholders shouldn’t be afraid of Aboriginal 
cultural heritage on their land,” he said 

“The more people know about their land, 
the better they can manage it for future 
generations.

“Aboriginal people are grateful when 
landholders take an active role in managing 
significant areas on their land. It is only 
through building relationships that we can 
understand and protect what is out there.

“It is about finding that common ground for 
us. We all want to hand something on to the 
next generation and knowledge is a part of it.”

Central West Local Land Services, Aboriginal 
Communities Officer, Mike Nolan.
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Protecting cultural sites in Gulargambone

Landholder, Michael Zell is actively protecting 
a historic burial site on his Gulargambone 
property and encourages other landholders 
to explore the Aboriginal culture in the NSW 
landscape.

“It is part of Australia’s history, so I’m interested 
in what cultural values are on my land,” said Mr 
Zell.

“It is only a small area that we have fenced 
off – it doesn’t make a difference to how I run 
the farm.

“I don’t think there is anything people need to 
be afraid of. In my experience there are no big 
issues.

“It doesn’t entitle anyone the right to come 
onto my land. As long as you don’t destroy 
anything, you don’t have anything to worry 
about.”

To find out more about protection Aboriginal 
cultural heritage on your property, contact:

• Central West Local Land Services 
Aboriginal Communities Officer on  
1300 795 299

• Call in to your nearest Local Land Services 
office

• Visit www.lls.nsw.gov.au/centralwest

Landholder, Michael Zell with Central West Local Land 
Services, Aboriginal Communities Officer, Mike Nolan.
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Local Land Services Reconciliation Action Plan

Central West Local Land Services has 
embraced a statewide Local Land Services 
Innovate Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP).

Central West Local Land Services Board 
member, Ross Sawtell said the RAP was 
an important step in demonstrating Local 
Land Services’ commitment to improving 
reconciliation.

“The RAP clearly identifies ways to foster 
partnerships and relationships that focus on 
embracing diversity, enhancing respect and 
providing equitable opportunities for—and 
with—First Nations peoples across NSW,” Mr 
Sawtell said.

“Its adoption signals that we are committed 
to delivering services that support Aboriginal 
people to care for Country and share 
traditional land management knowledge.”

Central West Local Land Services General 
Manager, Andrew Mulligan said the RAP 
boasted original artwork, created for Local 
Land Services by GIlimbaa artist, Rachael Sarra 
of the Goreng Goreng people, that showed 11 
regions connecting together, creating growth 
in their communities through collaboration.

“The regions are depicted as connecting, 
growing and protecting our land, our 
communities and our culture to create 
generational change together,” he said.

More than 2,700 individuals and local 
Aboriginal groups were engaged through 57 
consultations across NSW to help develop 
practical actions that build respectful 
relationships and create opportunities for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
under the RAP.

The Local Land Services Board has endorsed 
the 2018 - 2020 RAP as a solid foundation 
for the organisation’s ongoing commitment 
to support local Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities, organisations, 
programs, events and the adoption of 
respectful protocols.

The project was supported by Local Land 
Services, through funding from the Australian 
Government’s National Landcare Program and 
has been endorsed by Reconciliation Australia.

Attendees at the RAP launch at Dubbo in May 2018.  Back L-R: Andrew Mulligan, 
Ross Sawtell, Graham Kelly. Front L-R: Neville Merritt, Lesley Ryan. 
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Offences for harming  
Aboriginal objects 
Section 86 of the NPW Act sets out a number 
of offences about ‘harm’ or desecration to an 
Aboriginal object. 

Harm means any act or omission that: 

• destroys, defaces or damages the object 

• moves the object from the land on which it 
had been situated, or 

• causes or permits the object to be harmed. 

Harm does not include something that is trivial 
or negligible. 

Examples of what might be a trivial or 
negligible act are picking up and replacing 
a small stone artefact, breaking a small 
Aboriginal object below the surface when you 
are gardening, or crushing a small Aboriginal 
object when you walk on a track. 

There are now two types of offences for 
harming an Aboriginal object: 

• an offence of harming or desecrating an 
object which a person knows is an Aboriginal 
object (a ‘knowing offence’) 

• an offence of harming an object whether or 
not a person knows it is an Aboriginal object 
(a ‘strict liability offence’). 

The maximum penalty for the knowing 
offence is $550,000 or $275,000 (depending on 
whether there are aggravating circumstances) 
and one or two years’ goal for an individual. 

For a corporation the maximum penalty for the 
knowing offence is $1.1 million. 

The maximum penalty for the strict liability 
offence is $110,000 or $55,000 (depending 
whether there are aggravating circumstances) 
for an individual or $220,000 for a corporation.
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Glossary
Acknowledgement of Country: This is an 
opportunity for anyone to show respect for 
traditional custodians and the continuing 
connection of First Nations peoples to 
Country. It can be given by both non-
Indigenous people and Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples. 
Artefacts: Artefacts are any implements, tools 
and weapons made and used traditionally by 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 
Broken stone tools or remnant peace from 
the tool making process are also classed as 
artefacts. The National Parks and Wildlife Act 
1974 defines Aboriginal objects to mean any 
deposit, object or material evidence (not 
being a handicraft made for sale) relating 
to the Aboriginal habitation of the area that 
comprises NSW, being habitation before or 
concurrent with (or both) the occupation 
of that area by persons of non-Aboriginal 
extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains.

Closing the Gap: An Australian Government 
strategy that aims to reduce disadvantage 
among First Nations peoples with respect 
to life expectancy, child mortality, access 
to early childhood education, educational 
achievement and employment outcomes. It is 
a formal commitment made by all Australian 
governments to achieve First Nations peoples’ 
health equality within 25 years. 
Collaboration: Working together to develop 
an understanding of all issues and interests to 
work out alternatives and identify preferred 
solutions for joint decision making. 
Country: A term used by First Nations 
peoples to refer to the land to which they 
have a traditional attachment to. 
Cultural heritage: Cultural heritage consists 
of places and items that are of significance 
to First Nations peoples because of their 
traditions, observances, lore, customs, beliefs 
and histories. It provides evidence of the 
lives and existence of First Nations peoples 
before European settlement through to the 
present. Cultural heritage is dynamic and may 
comprise physical (tangible) or non-physical 
(intangible) elements. 

Cultural and intellectual property rights: 
First Nations peoples’ intellectual property 
rights extend to include a wide range of 
subject matter, beyond what is recognised 
within existing intellectual property rights. 
Usually the particular objects, sites and 
knowledge pertain to a particular Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander group or territory. 

Heritage includes: literary performing and 
artistic works – songs, music, dance, stories, 
ceremonies, symbols, language and designs, 
all items of movable cultural property. 

Cultural immersion: Being amongst people 
of another culture, gaining knowledge of 
their local culture and language and a deeper 
understanding of the differences. 
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Customer service: Local Land Services 
exists to create value for its stakeholders and 
customers. A key component of our strategy is 
an increased focus on customer services and 
preparedness to measure performance and 
customer satisfaction.

First Nations peoples: The preferred 
terminology by community when referring to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

Investor: Organisations and individuals that 
invest in Local Land Services and leverage 
outcomes from this investment. 

Landscape: Represents the overlay of the 
variety and arrangement of physical landforms 
(rivers, escarpment, rocky reefs), communities 
of people (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, 
rural), and land uses (urban, conservation, 
agricultural). Landscapes provide cultural, 
social, economic and environmental values 
and services and encompass both terrestrial 
landscapes and marine seascapes. 

NAIDOC: National Aboriginal and Islanders 
Day Observance Committee. NAIDOC week 
is a week of celebrations held across Australia 
each July to celebrate the histories, cultures 
and achievements of First Nations peoples. 

National Reconciliation Week: Is celebrated 
across Australia each year between 27 May 
and 3 June. The dates commemorate two 
significant milestones in the reconciliation 
journey – the anniversaries of the successful 
1967 referendum and the High Court Mabo 
decision.

Natural resource management: 
Management of our natural resources 
which include soils, biodiversity, rivers, 
estuaries, wetlands and coastal and marine 
environments to improve environmental, 
social and economic outcomes for present 
and future generations. 

Reconciliation: Reconciliation Australia 
identifies national reconciliation as being 
based on five critical dimensions; race 
relations, equality and equity, institutional 
integrity, unity and historical acceptance. 

Reconciliation Australia: An independent, 
not-for-profit organisation whose vision is for a 
just, equitable and reconciled Australia. 

Stakeholder: Organisations that collaborate 
and partner with Local Land Services directly 
to support customer service delivery. 

Traditional Custodians: Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples are recognised 
as First Nations peoples and Traditional 
Custodians of the land. 



Central West Local Land Services

www.lls.nsw.gov.au/regions/centralwest
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